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Fascia System: elegance and handiness for the Arquati SolarPro Systems S40 and S45

A new system makes its entry in the Solarpro line of Arquati USA: it is Fascia System, an innovative
component which helps the installation, with a special attention to design.

April 21, 2009 - PRLog -- The American company, world market leader in retractable awnings and roller
shades, adds a new flagship to the range of its components: it is Fascia System, whose structure enables an
easier installation, and, thanx to the variety of fabric finishes available, it also achieves a perfect aesthetic
impact.
Arquati USA has always focused its attention on innovation and research, the constant updatings which
characterize its products are the best and tangible proof. From retractable awnings to solar screens, from
window shades to patio covers, passing through the wooden picture frames line, creating products always
easy to manage, functional and up to the latest demands of interior and exterior design is the mission that
guides this company. Fascia System for roller blinds fully embodies this ideal.
With a linear and modern design, it perfectly integrates the slide supports with the end applications, making
the installation even more practical and easier.
The characteristics that make the product prestigious and innovative are various, first of all the possibility
to refine it with fabric applications, in order to match the valances and shade fabrics. It often happens that
these systems, due to their line and material features, set off with the beauty and elegance of fabrics in the
decorum of windows.

Fascia System solves this problem and hides perfectly all the technical and mechanical parts. For those who
do not choose this option, Fascia System is available in four modern and elegant colors, which combine
with every type of fabric and finish: white, black, dark bronze and anodized silver. From a practical point of
view, this system is provided with a mounting bar which facilitates and simplifies the installation of the
individual elements of the retractable awning and eliminates the need to align brackets. These brackets,
moreover, have been designed to fit fascias longer than 10’ (ft.).
For further information about Arquati USA products and systems, like retractable awnings, solar screens,
window coverings or picture frames, please contact our customer service or sales department at
800-527-0421 or visit the website www.arquatiusa.com.
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About Arquati USA, since 1960, it has been recognized as a leader in wood picture frame moulding.
offering to the market superior crafted, exquisitely designed picture frame moulding with emphasis on
exceeding the service, product and value expectations of customers. It continue to expand collections
utilizing renewable wood species and have programs to recycle and reuse cardboard, paper, aluminum and
other materials.
Solar Protection
At Arquati SolarPro, the mission is to build the highest quality, custom-made awnings, solar screens, patio
covers, and roller shades, using only the most superior components and fabrics available and continuing to
introduce state-of-the-art and innovative products. Its objective is to make residential and commercial
structures more energy efficient as well as promoting business practices that respect the Earth and the
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